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Find your favorite contemporary knits,
all in one book: more than 20 shawls,
scarves, cowls, hats, wrist warmers,
and half gloves!

•

Enjoy easy-to-wear accessories in
all sizes and styles, from classic and
elegant to cozy and colorful, garter
stitch and stockinette to entrelac and
herringbone.

•

Get creative with handy tips and
instructions for adding a quickknitted sawtooth edging, tassels, or
pompoms.
Discover how to choose, work with,
and care for natural materials—and
garments made with them.
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EVERYDAY MITTENS
Once upon a time, I bought a pair of Latvian mittens. They were
the right size and had a lovely pattern in orange and light blue on a
dark blue background. The cuff was very colorful and had a Latvian
braid at the edge. There was something that attracted me to these
mittens—and I found they fit well, even though, as typical for the
Latvian and Estonian mitten traditions (as opposed to the Norwegian), they don’t have thumb gussets.

SIZE: Adult small
FINISHED MEASUREMENTS: 9¼
in / 23.5 cm total length; 4 in
/ 10 cm from base of thumb
to edge of cuff; 8 in / 20 cm
circumference of hand
(measured with mitten flat)
MATERIALS: CYCA #1 (sock/
fingering/baby) Finullgarn
from Rauma (100% wool,
191 yd/175 m / 50 g)
YARN AMOUNTS AND COLORS:
15 g Ochre Yellow 4197 (A),
5 g Apricot 4206 (B),
10 g Black-Brown 410 (C),
10 g Sea Green 4887 (D),
30 g White-Gray 403 (E),
30 g Medium Gray 405 (F)
NEEDLES: U.S. size 0 and 1.5 /
2 and 2.5 mm: set of 5 dpn
GAUGE: 17 sts in pattern with
larger needles = 2 in / 5 cm.
Adjust needle sizes to
obtain correct gauge if
necessary.

I wore the mittens every day during the cold seasons. After my maternity leave, which involved both snow shoveling and many strolls
with the baby carriage, the palms were so patched that there was
more patching than original mitten. So it was time for a new pair of
mittens with new colors and shaping. The main pattern from these
favorite Latvian mittens migrated to the new pair.
The new mittens have a simpler, alternative thumb with a wave pattern, but I’ve included the chart for the original thumb motif in case
you’d rather knit that for your mittens.

LATVIAN BRAID
• With smaller needles and Colors A and C, CO 72 sts as follows: With Color A over your index finger and C over your
thumb, cast on with long-tail method so that Colors A and C
alternate. Join, being careful not to twist cast-on row.
• Rnd 1: (K1 with A, k1 with C) around.
• Rnd 2: Bring both strands to the front—they will both stay
on the front as you work around. (P1 with A, p1 with C) around,
always bringing the color to be used next OVER the previous
color. The strands will twist as you work, but try to slide the
twist down the yarn because the strands will untwist as you
work Rnd 3.
• Rnd 3: Bring both strands to the front—they will both stay
on the front as you work around. (P1 with A, p1 with C) around,
always bringing the color to be used next UNDER the previous
color.
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> • Change to larger needles and work the charted

pattern.
• When you reach the row outlined with red on
the chart, place the 15 thumb sts on a holder and
CO 15 new sts. This method of working the thumbhole (rather than working over waste yarn) will
make it easier to pick up and knit sts later on and
allows you to try on the mitten for fit.
• Continue charted pattern.
• Notice that at the top left side of the chart, there
is a + symbol to indicate the beginning of the top
shaping. I increased 1 st at this point between the
two sides of the mitten to avoid the ugly “steps”
which would otherwise appear.
• Decrease with k2tog at left side and ssk at right
side on each side of mitten = 4 sts decreased per
round.
• Shape top of mitten as shown on chart.
• Cut yarn and draw through rem 9 sts and fasten
off. Weave in all ends neatly on WS. Block mittens
(see page 30). Two-color stranded knitting really
benefits from wet blocking. After washing mittens,
pin or pat out to finished measurements and lay
flat to dry.

Left Thumb

The previous page shows
a picture indicating the
placement of the thumb.
Right Thumb
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If you want to make larger mittens, you
can try going up a needle size, choosing a heavier yarn, or adding a pattern
repeat. The risk is that the mittens will
be too long and have the wrong proportions.
If you have trouble with the Latvian
braid instructions, check YouTube.com
for some help. It is absolutely worth
the trouble to learn this technique.
Chart for Everyday Mittens
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